
TRENDY PAINT AND STAIN COLOURS 

FROM MASTERGRAIN™

The curated collection of on-trend stain and paint 
colours from MASTERGRAIN™ is designed to bring 
elegance and style to both your home’s 
exterior and interior. 

When you choose a factory-finished MASTERGRAIN 
door, you can trust that its vibrant appearance will 
last for years. Your door will make a lasting 
impression, showcasing its beauty and 
craftsmanship. 

Enhance the curb appeal of your home and make 
a statement with a MASTERGRAIN door that truly 
stands out.

Talk to your

MASTERGRAIN

sales representative

+1 (800) 782-0559

sales@mastergrain.com

www.mastergrain.com

10-YEAR
WARRANTY

Contemporary Edge Smooth Engraved | E954 | English Ivy Paint

Contemporary Cherry Stainless Inlay | C613 | Tea with Milk Stain YourStyle Edge Smooth | E831 | Distance Paint
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STAIN COLOURS
Whether you are looking for a warm wood-tone stain 
or a sleek dark finish, there is a range of options to 
suit your aesthetic. These stain colours are designed 
to stand the test of time, maintaining their beauty 
and richness for years to come.

Featuring 20 stain colours, each shade has been 
carefully selected to enhance the natural beauty of a 
MASTERGRAIN fiberglass door system while 
providing long-lasting durability against the 
elements. 

*Stains are available in all woodgrains: cherry, fir, mahogany, knotty alder and oak.
Digital colours vary. Reference to fiberglass samples.
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ALPACA SWEET HONEY ANTIQUE BARREL TEA WITH MILK

CASHEW HARVEST AUBURN ARABICA

ACORN CIGAR KENZIE

ROSSI CRIMSON DENIM DUSK

BREW BRIDLE MIDNIGHT BLACK STAIN

CHARCOAL
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PAINT COLOURS
Our curated collection of 21 paint colours is designed to 
elevate the exterior and interior design of your home. 
With these on-trend shades, you can transform your 
                                                                                                                            

IRON ORE TRICORN BLACK BLACK

COMMERCIAL BROWN ANTIQUE BROWN DEEP FOREST BROWN

VIRTUAL TAUPE RUBY CRABBY APPLE

SLATE WINDSWEPT SMOKE SABLE

FESTOON AQUA DISTANCE NAVAL

GREEN SPROUT EVERGREEN FOG ENGLISH IVY

DECORATOR’S WHITE CLOUD WHITE CREAMY

NEW
MASTERGRAIN door into a true masterpiece that 
enhances architectural features and reflects your 
personal style.

*Digital colours vary. Reference to fiberglass samples.
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MASTERGRAIN Showroom 
6260-13 Hwy 7, Woodbridge, ON L4H 4G3

MASTERGRAIN Manufacturing
16567 ON-12, Midland, ON L4R 4L1

1-800-782-0559
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